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THE EVOLUTION OF THE OWANA SALAZAR CLAIM 
Crown Council of the House of Kamakahelei 

On Wednesday, June 20, 2018, Dr. Paul Klieger, the chancellor for Owana Salazar, issued a 
rather pointed statement1: 

 
There are several interesting notes from this statement.  Firstly, that Ms. Salazar considers 
herself as the Head of the Royal House of Hawai’i.  There has not been an election held by the 

                                                           
1 https://www.facebook.com/Instituto-Preste-Jo%C3%A3o-Prester-John-Institute-262606523834034/ Accessed 
June 20, 2018 
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Ali’i Council (Council of Nobles) for an Ali’i Moi and thus no elected ‘Head of the Royal House of 
Hawai’i’. Ms Salazar has illegally and immorally adopted this position and it is a mere 
fabrication and fantasy, something of which this family has been known for over the 
generations.  Only those Ali’i of high rank such as H.R.H. Prince Darrick of the House of 
Kamakahelei and H.R.H. Prince Quentin of the House of Kawananakoa are eligible for election. 
A junior member of the Ali’i relying on a single indirect link, with spurious claims through an 
ancestor convicted in the Territorial courts of the land for forging HM Queen Lilio’ulani’s last 
Will and testament, will never be considered for election. 
 
There is an inference that Prince Darrick Baker is the “’self-styled’ Royal House of Hawai’i”.  This 
is a disputed statement, as Prince Darrick Baker is in direct male line from Ali’i Nui Queen 
Kamakahelei, Queen regnant of Kaua’i.  He is a Prince of Kaua’i, Head of the Royal House of 
Kamakahelei and thus a senior member of the Royal House of Hawai’i.  However, Prince Darrick 
does not refer to himself as the ‘Head of Royal House of Hawai’i’, the reason being is that no 
one has been elected to that position and no one can simply ‘claim’ this most honorable 
position. 
 
The second interesting note is the statement, “the line descending from the aforementioned 
King’s brother, is the closest legal, legitimate [sic] blood relation to the ruling line…” The blood 
relationship between Keoua Kalanikupuapa’ikalani’nui and Kamehameha I is not proven.  Some 
historical resources support a blood relationship between Keoua Kalanikupuapa’ikalani’nui and 
Kamehameha I, which would indeed make Kamehameha I and Kalokuokamaile (Keoua 
Kalanikupuapa’ikalani’nui) half-brothers given separate mothers.  But there are other historical 
resources that assert that Keoua Kalanikupuapa’ikalani’nui is the legal father of Kamehameha I, 
but not the biological father.  This would make Kalokuokamaile and Kamehameha I step-
brothers in modern parlance, not half-brothers. 
 
Several examples of historical resources questioning the Keoua blood relationship with 
Kamehameha I are shown in Appendix I2.  As a counterpoint, in the book, The Legends and 
Myths of Hawaii: The Fables And Folklore Of A Strange People by King Kalākaua, published in 
1888 by Charles L. Webster & Company, the King says on page 386 that, "these scandals may 
very properly be dismissed as the offspring of the hatred and jealousies of later years".  This 
statement, although clear from the King, may have been a Victorian-era attempt to recast the 
dispute given the morality of the times.  Alternatively, perhaps King Kalākaua, as a reigning 
sovereign, saw the issue of Kamehameha’s father as irrelevant now that the crown descended 
on his family line.  It was unforeseeable when he wrote this that the kingdom would be 
overthrown and descendants of Keoua would claim Headship of the House.  Nonetheless, the 
King’s statement has not stopped prior and subsequent respected researchers from questioning 
the true father of Kamehameha I. 
 
But the most interesting statement is, “Furthermore, HRH Princess Owana is the great great 
grand niece [sic] of the last two Monarchs, King Kalakaua and Queen Lili’uokalani [sic] whereas 
the Baker Claimants are not descended from either.”  An obvious point is that if Owana Salazar 
is a great-great-grand-niece of the last two monarchs, she would not be descended from either 

                                                           
2 See Appendix I – Sources Questioning the Blood Parentage of Kamehameha (page 7)  
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monarch, just like the Bakers.  A niece is a close family relationship, but it is not a direct lineage 
either.  Further, there is no known great-great-grand-niece relationship between Owana Salazar 
and the last two monarchs of Hawai’i.  There is no genealogical evidence that supports this 
relationship, a testimony of either of the last two monarchs in their wills, or any disposition of 
funds to care for this supposed ‘love child’.  While the Salazar family may have a legend of a 
great-great-grandmother who was a half-sister to Kalakaua and that she had a child by 
Kalakaua's sister's husband, this legend is not supported by any reputable evidence.  Should 
such evidence exist, we would greatly welcome seeing it and having this validated by a licensed 
genealogist, preferably one specializing in native Hawai’ian genealogy.  Yet all Constitutions of 
the Kingdom of Hawai’i refer to the fact that no ‘illegitimate’ offspring may inherit the throne. 
 
A group called the ‘Prester John Institute’, on June 24, 2018, further issued a statement that 
asserts, “Toluntino [sic] also confirmed to Princess Owana that she is a descendant of King 
Kalakaua and Queen Lili’uokalani’s mother by a previous marriage.”  This is clearly a reference 
to genealogist Doug Tolentino, a very respected genealogist.  Ms Salazar indeed approached 
Mr. Tolentino in June of 2018, asking him to certify that Ms. Salazar is a close descendant of the 
last two sovereigns.  Yet, Mr. Tolentino flatly denied this request, saying that there was no 
support for Ms. Salazar’s claims.  Further, he has shared with Ms. Salazar twice previously that 
she should not say that she is a relative of Kamehameha given the uncertainty of 
Kamehameha’s blood parentage.  The full statement from the Prester John Institute may be 
seen in Appendix III3. 
 
Mr. Tolentino is not keen to get involved in a dynastic dispute between Prince Darrick and Ms. 
Salazar, but he authorized a message he wrote to Princess Anna to be shared.  He wrote about 
the connection between the Baker and King Kalākaua, and he further added, “As for [Dr. 
Klieger,] you have no concern to prove anything to them.  They are not your people and have 
no right to tell [you] who you are.  They are so threatened that they will [stoop] and [grasp] to 
ways that are not [the] ways and [our protocols] as Hawaiian.  Your Hawaiian people know who 
you are.  That was proven when (Prince) Darrick and ohana was introduced and acknowledged 
by the Hawaiian societies[,] governor, and family here in Hawaii and Tahiti of the Baker [o]hana. 
[They] are the only people who [matter].  Just know that Owana and [Dr. Klieger] are headed 
for [selfdestruction] for [they] don’t have truth and the [Kupuna] behind them. Enough talking 
and wasting energy on them.  Good luck and success in your wonderful goals.”  The full, 
unedited text of the message in in Appendix IV4. 
 
Again, the ‘Prester John Institute’ statement of June 24, 2018, said Mr. Tolentino confirmed 
with Ms. Salazar that she is a descendant of King Kalākaua and Queen Lili’uokalani’s mother by 
a previous marriage.  Mr. Tolentino adamantly denies having made anything close to this 
confirmation, and his thoughts on the weakness of the Salazar royal claim are apparent above.  
Mr. Tolentino asserts there is no evidence (disposition in will, allocation of funds, letter, 
published reputable genealogical claim, etc.) that supports that Ms. Salazar is the great-great-
grand-niece of King Kalākaua.  Given Mr. Tolentino’s unequivocal support for the strength of 
the Baker claim, I suspect the next statement the ‘Prester John Institute issues’ will change 

                                                           
3 See Appendix III – Prester John Institute Statement, June 24, 2018 (page 25) 
4 See Appendix IV – Unedited Communication from Doug Tolentino (page 26) 
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from supporting Mr. Tolentino to trying to discredit Mr. Tolentino.  Yet, discrediting Mr. 
Tolentino will be challenging for them given Mr. Tolentino’s years of genealogical work.  Mr. 
Tolentino served as the official genealogist for many years for the Native Hawaiian Legal 
Corporation, a non-profit law firm specializing in native land claims.  His genealogical work was 
admitted as evidence in many court cases in Hawai’i. 
 
Further, a review of Owana Salazar’s website and past articles on her demonstrate that she has 
never publicly asserted a close blood tie to King Kalakaua and Queen Lili’uokalani.  Instead, her 
efforts have been focused on her ancestors’ relationship to Kamehameha I.  Evidence of this 
can be seen in Appendix II5.  The basis for this new public claim of a great-great-grand-niece 
relationship with King Kalakaua and Queen Lili’uokalani is unsubstantiated and not consistent 
with previous claims.  This is further evidence of the inconsistencies in Ms Salazars story. 
 
The Salazar claim to the Headship of the House of Hawai’i was noted by Edith McKenzie, the 
premier native Hawai’ian genealogist of the modern era, as such: "Owana's ancestors certainly 
have ranking, but theirs was not a ruling line.  Everyone on the Chiefs Children's School list was 
eligible to rule, but it was required that those who did had to be considered and approved by 
the House of Nobles.  Only Kamehameha IV and Emma Rooke ever were6."  Further, Ms. Salazar 
is a collateral descendant, not a direct descendent, of Elizabeth Keka'aniau La`anui, the latter 
being a name on the Chiefs Children’s School list once eligible for succession, but Elizabeth 
Keka'aniau La`anui’s eligibility was passed over in history by later constitutions of the Kingdom 
of Hawai’i that had different royal succession rules. 
 
In actual fact King Kamehameha V publicly declared before a crowd of around 2,000 people, 
that Prince Darrick’s great grandfather Ali’i Lot Kamehameha Lane (who was named by the 
King) was to be his heir on young Lot’s first birthday.  This is documented historical fact. 
 
It is also interesting to review the evolution of a non-regnal title of nobility for Owana Salazar, 
specifically calling herself a Countess.  In publications in the 1990s and 2000s that I could find, 
Ms. Salazar did not style herself a Countess.  The two articles in Appendix II are an example of 
this.  Yet, she currently styles herself as the Countess of Hālawa, as demonstrated by this brevet 
issued in 2017:  

                                                           
5 See Appendix II – Family Relationships Publicly Made by Owana Salazar (page 17) 
6 The entire text of this article is in Appendix II – Family Relationships Publicly Made by Owana Salazar (starting on 

page 19) 
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The curious text is enlarged below to be more readable: 

 

The Kingdom of Hawai’i did not have European-style titles of nobility, including the title of 
Countess.  Halawa is a real place in Hawai’i, within the ‘Ewa District of Honolulu, but the title of 
Countess of Hālawa was not a historical title within the Kingdom of Hawai’i.  There is no basis 
for the use of this title of nobility.  Thus further evidence of Ms Salazars disrespect of heritage 
and customs of the Hawaiian Kingdom and of the ancestors. 

Another interesting observation is the changing of historical Orders.  In her self-assumed role as 
Head of the Royal House of Hawai’i, Ms. Salazar grants male recipients of her Orders the style 
of “Sir”, as demonstrated by a screen capture of part of her website:7 

 

The style of ‘Sir’ was never used in the historical Kingdom of Hawai’i, so it is unclear upon what 
legal basis a minor ali’i draws upon to radically change the title given to male recipients of the 
Order.  An excellent resource on the historical Orders of the Kingdom of Hawai’i is Hawaiian 
Royal Orders: Insignia, Classes, Regulations, and Members by Gordon Medcalf, published by 
Oceania Coin Company in 1963.  A further change by Ms. Salazar is the alteration of the ribbon 

                                                           
7 https://www.keouanui.org/order-of-the-crown  Accessed June 22, 2018 

https://www.keouanui.org/order-of-the-crown
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and medal color of the Order of the Crown of Hawai’i.  One could assume that by altering the 
regalia that they are admitting that they have no legal or moral right to issue this historical 
award. 

Further examples of this family’s arrogance is shown by Ms Salazar’s ancestor Robert Wilcox 
who made the following statement. We will leave the reader to draw their own conclusion as to 
the moral fiber of this ’man’. 
 
Robert Wilcox delivered the following speech on May 5, 1892, before an audience of about 200: 

“Monarchy is limited to descendants of royalty. Republic means the welfare of all. In an 
aristocratic republic the president is chosen from the nobility. In a democratic republic 
any commoner can become a president. The most popular man, receiving the greatest 
number of votes will become president. 

America and Switzerland are the leading republics of today. 
 

Those who tell you that you are not fit to govern a republic, you should regard as your 
worst enemies. 

Our greatest enemy is the Queen, because she keeps the Hawaiians down.  

Are we to be governed by Wilson (Marshal Charles B. Wilson, alleged lover of the 
Queen). I do not wish to be governed by dolls. I believe no woman ought to reign. They 
have no brains. They are generally weak." 
1892 

R.W. Wilcox and others were arrested and charged with Treason: 

Source: The Pacific commercial advertiser. (Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands) 1885-1921, May 21, 
1892. 
 
Wilcox's wife Theresa Owana Ka'ohelelani La'anui was later "prosecuted by the Territorial Court 
for conspiracy of forgery" of Queen Lili’uokalani's will.  Theresa was found guilty and in 1918, 
she was sentenced to three years of hard labor in prison for conspiracy in the first degree. 
 
It is through this couple that Ms. Salazar brazenly claims to be ‘Head’ of the Royal House of 
Hawai’i!  The people of Hawai’i are not fooled by Ms Salazar and dismiss her claim as simply 
fanciful. 
 
Given that Ms. Salazar has a genealogical claim that fluctuates over time; uses a noble title 
without a historical basis; relies on a single genealogical claim via the descent of a convicted 
criminal which is against the Constitution for those considered to rule; descends from another 
whom was considered a traitor and who clearly mocked and ridiculed the Kingdom of Hawai’i, 
H.M. Queen Lili’uokalnai and the right of women to rule; who substantially alters the historical 
Orders of the Kingdom by creating an ahistorical title for males, and is more distantly related to 
the last sovereigns to reign in Hawai’i than Prince Darrick Baker and the Kawananakoa 
descendants, it is unclear how her royal claim stands up to scrutiny.  
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Appendix I – Sources Questioning the Blood Parentage of Kamehameha 

Reference Number One: Hawaiian Genealogies by Edith Kawelohea McKinzie. Published by 
University of Hawai’i Press in 1986. Page 103: 

 
 
Reference Number Two: History of the Sandwich Islands by Sheldon Dibble. Published by Press 
of the Mission Seminary in 1843. Page 54: 
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History of the Sandwich Islands by Sheldon Dibble. Published by Press of the Mission Seminary 
in 1843. Pages 57-58 follow: 
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Reference Number Three: Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii by Samuel Kamakau. Written in the 1866 and 
1871, but it was published in English in 1961 by Kamehameha Schools Press. Revised Edition 
published in 1992. Pages 188-189: 
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Reference Number Four: An Account of the Polynesian Race: Its Origins and Migrations by 
Abraham Fornander. Published in 1880 by Trubner and Company. Page 260: 
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Reference Number Five: The Napoleon of the Pacific, Kamehameha the Great by Herbert H. 
Gowen. Published in 1919 by Fleming H. Revell. Pages 17-20: 
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Appendix II – Family Relationships Publicly Made by Owana Salazar 

The below article is from the Honolulu Advertiser of February 20, 1994: 
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The following article is from Midweek Magazine for August 7-13, 1998: 
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Genealogical claim of Owana Salazar as outlined on her website8: 

 
  

                                                           
8 https://www.keouanui.org/royal-house Accessed June 22, 2018 
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Appendix III – Prester John Institute Statement, June 24, 2018 
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Appendix IV – Unedited Communication from Doug Tolentino 

(Used with permission; his personal phone number is blacked out for confidentiality) 

 

 


